How cytochrome c folds, and why: submolecular foldon units and their stepwise sequential stabilization.
Native state hydrogen exchange experiments have shown that the cytochrome c (Cyt c) protein consists of five cooperative folding-unfolding units, called foldons. These are named, in the order of increasing unfolding free energy, the nested-Yellow, Red, Yellow, Green, and Blue foldons. Previous results suggest that these units unfold in a stepwise sequential way so that each higher energy partially unfolded form includes all of the previously unfolded lower free energy units. If this is so, then selectively destabilizing any given foldon should equally destabilize each subsequent unfolding step above it in the unfolding ladder but leave the lower ones before it unaffected. To perform this test, we introduced the mutation Glu62Gly, which deletes a salt link in the Yellow unit and destabilizes the protein by 0.8 kcal/mol. Native state hydrogen exchange and other experiments show that the stability of the Yellow unit and the states above it in the free energy ladder are destabilized by about the same amount while the lower lying states are unaffected. These results help to confirm the sequential stepwise nature of the Cyt c unfolding pathway and therefore a similar refolding pathway. The steps in the pathway are dictated by the concerted folding-unfolding property of the individual unit foldons; the order of steps is determined by the sequential stabilization of progressively added foldons in the native context. Much related information for Cyt c strongly conforms with this mechanism. Its generality is supported by available information for other proteins.